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SUMMER SESSIONS

Two summer sessions will be held again this year. One will be held in

ELLENSBURG,
beginning June 9 and ending July 31.

The other session will be held at

CENTRALIA,
beginning June 17 and continuing six weeks.

The chief purpose of these summer schools is to afford teachers and other students opportunities of vacation study in Normal School lines, and they are to be conducted with the view of the largest practical benefit to all who attend their classes and also with the view of making these weeks enjoyable and inspiring to all. A summer school must be recreative and invigorating as well as educative.

FOR WHOM INTENDED.

Both schools are to be conducted with the view to serving:
1. Grade and rural teachers who desire further preparation and inspiration.
2. Those who wish to prepare for the teachers' examinations.
3. Students and teachers who wish to work toward a Normal School certificate or diploma.
4. Teachers who wish practical training in special lines, as primary methods, music, stories, art, hand work, plays and games, etc.

PROVISION FOR THE SUMMER SESSION.

The entire force and equipment of the Institution will be in service for the summer session. A strong corps, including heads of departments and other instructors specially qualified in their several lines of teaching, will be in charge of the work of each summer school.

The library, the laboratories, the art and music studios, the gymnasium, the manual training and the domestic science equipments will all be in use.
Preparation for Teachers' Examinations—Special provision will be made for those who wish to qualify themselves for the teachers' examinations. Classes in all of the subjects required for first and second grade certificates will be provided.

Renewal of Certificates—The law provides for the renewal of second grade certificates by attendance at an accredited summer school, provided the holder does creditable work in three subjects. Classes suited to this purpose may be selected from the program with the view of extending and broadening the teacher's attainments in such lines as may be desired.

The summer school at Centralia, as well as the one at Ellensburg, is an accredited summer school.

Special Method Courses—Special courses will be given for both rural and grade teachers in primary, in intermediate and in advanced work. Special primary courses will cover reading and writing, nature study, hand work, music, stories, plays and games and physical training. This primary method work will be demonstrated with classes of children.

Vocational Courses—Courses will be given in manual training, in home economics, and in agriculture.

Credits in Course—It will be seen by examining the courses outlined herein that one may in the summer session make progress toward completing a normal training course. At Centralia a student may select work which will count eight credits on a regular course. At Ellensburg, the term being eight weeks in length, a student by using four Saturdays may accomplish work to the extent of ten credits, a full quarter.

The Main Purpose of the summer session, as of all sessions of the Normal School, is to promote among teachers the student habit and spirit. It attempts to provide at moderate cost excellent opportunities for study with competent instruction and guidance, and offers a range of subjects for free selection which is sufficiently varied to appeal to the interest of all.

THE DAILY PROGRAM.

The schedule of classes will provide each day sufficient time for instruction, for private study and for recreation.

Daily class work, beginning probably at 8:00 a.m. will occupy the forenoons except a period to be used for physical exercise and recreation. The afternoon may be devoted chiefly to recreation or else to library or laboratory work. Those who attend the summer school for the special purpose of preparing for the teachers' examinations and who wish to take more than four daily subjects at a time will be accommodated with additional periods outside of the general recitation program.

LECTURES AND ADDRESSES.

The regular faculty of the Normal School will be supplemented by other men and women of recognized ability to instruct and inspire teachers, some of them educators of national reputation.

Dr. Nathan C. Schaeffer, State School Superintendent of Pennsylvania, will spend two or three days at each school and make three or four addresses. Dr. Schaeffer for a number of years has been among the ablest and most influential leaders of public school progress in the nation. As a speaker he is plain, practical and sympathetic, and deals with matters of moment and of present interest.

J. Adams Puffer, author of "The Boy and His Gang" and lecturer on boy problems, will spend the first week in July in our schools, making two or three addresses at Ellensburg and the same at Centralia. He will discuss in the most interesting way such topics as Camping for Boys, The Gang and the Group Games, The Gang Leader, Truancy, Stealing, Fighting, Vocational Guidance of Boys, etc.

Superintendents' and Principals' Conference—A conference for the study and discussion of two or three practical school problems will be held at Ellensburg on June 23 and 24 and at Centralia June 25 and 27, to which superintendents and principals of schools are hereby invited. The Superintendent of Public Instruction and others prominent in educational work in the state will be present and participate.
## Summer Session at Ellensburg

### The Faculty.

- **W. E. Wilson, A. M.**, Principal.
- **J. H. Morgan, A. M.**, Vice Principal (in charge of summer school)
- **Mary A. Grupe, Ph. B.**, Psychology, Pedagogy, Methods, Child Study.
- **M. C. Hutchinson, A. M.**, Expression and Physical Education.
- **Florence Ensle**, Music.
- **Christabel Corbett**, Art and Hand Work.
- **James A. Dallas, A. B.**, History and English.
- **Florence Wilson, A. B.**, English.
- **Antonette Sabelwitz**, Observation Class, Child Study.
- **Estella Berggren**, Secretary.

### The Courses Offered

The following courses, outlined in the catalog of 1912 and modified as indicated here, will be offered in the summer session:

**English** — Mr. Dallas and Miss Wilson.

- 11b. A review course in English grammar and English writing intended for those wishing to prepare for the teachers' examination.
- 8xa. History of English Literature. Three hours. 1½ credits.
- 8xa. History of the English Language. Three hours. 1½ credits.

Classes will be organized in one or two other English courses if desired by a sufficient number.

**Latin and German.**

- 9. German I or III. Mr. Dallas.

**History** — Mr. Dallas.


**Art** — Miss Corbett.

- 1 or III. Perspective sketching, objects and interiors, mediums, pencil, crayon. 2½ credits.
- II. A comprehensive study of the principles of design and composition. Stenciling, book binding, clay. 2 credits.
- V. Basketry. Four hours. 2 credits.
- IX. Senior Method Course, embracing two or four hours. 1½ or 3 credits.

**Manual Training** — Mr. Whitney.

- I. Bench work in wood. 1 or 2 credits.
- Z. An advanced course. 1 or 2 credits.

**Domestic Economics** — Miss Bedell.

- Domestic Science.

- 1a. Elementary study of food preparation. Serving. 1 or 2 credits.
- 1a. More advanced study of food preparation and food values. 1 or 2 credits.
Domestic Art.
Ia. Plain hand and machine sewing. Making of garments, etc. 1 credit.
IIa. Advanced work. 1 credit.
X. A general and practical course in cooking and sewing, designed to meet the needs of rural teachers. Special attention is given to school luncheons.

MUSIC—Miss Ensle.
III. Designed to prepare for the examination required for the second grade certificate. Notation, etc.

EXPRESSION AND PHYSICAL TRAINING—Miss Hutchinson.
Expression I. This course includes reading from the printed page for thought giving, discussions of method in teaching reading in the grades, correct breathing and the natural production of tone in speaking. 1 or 2 credits.
Expression II. Interpretation from printed page, story telling, impromptu speaking, breathing, tone placing. 1 or 2 credits.

Physical Training.
Ia. Instruction in hygiene, talks on exercise, relaxation, baths (hot, cold, salt, friction, air and sun), ventilation, food and dress. 1 credit.
IV. Calisthenics, rhythmical work, aesthetic dancing, games, Indian clubs, special discussions. 1 credit.

MATHEMATICS—Mr. Morgan.
Va. A review of arithmetic for those preparing for teachers' examination or for entrance to a Normal School.
VII. Method in arithmetic. 2 credits.
II. A review of algebra for those preparing for teachers' examination or for entrance to a Normal School.
A course will be given in bookkeeping or in plane trigonometry if a sufficient number desire it.

PHYSICAL SCIENCE AND GEOGRAPHY—Prof. Whitney.
Ii. A review course in general physics designed for candidates for first grade certificates by examination.
IIIc. A comprehensive study of physical geography with the view of qualifying candidates for first grade certificates by examination.

Geography.
Ii. Methods of teaching geography. 2 credits.
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE—Dr. Munson.

IVA. Cellular biology, lectures, laboratory work and reading. Four hours. 2 credits.
VI. School sanitation. 1 credit.
Z. Physiology. Intended for those who are preparing for the teachers' examination.

SOCIOLOGY—Dr. Munson.

1a. Sociology. Three hours. 1½ credits.
1b. Economics. Two hours. 1 credit.

PSYCHOLOGY AND EDUCATION—Miss Grupe and Miss Sabelwitz.

IIa. Psychology. Four hours. 2 credits.
1b. Child Study. Four hours. 2 credits.
V. Practical school teaching, management and methods. Four hours. 2 credits.
XI. Plays and games. Four hours. 2 credits.
Z. Special primary methods: Stories, language, reading, nature study.

A demonstration school representing first four grades will be conducted as a basis for these courses.

EXPENSES.

There is no charge for tuition. The services of the faculty, the use of the buildings and the grounds and of the library and laboratories will be free to registered students. The regular registration fee of ten dollars, half of which is an indemnity deposit and is returnable at the close of the session or upon withdrawal, is the only charge for the privileges of the summer session.

BOARD AND ROOM.

The dormitory will be open for the summer session. Board and room will be furnished for $4.90 per week, where two occupy the same room, each having a separate bed, and $4.50 per week for those using single rooms. A few may earn their board by serving. Meals will be furnished for $3.00 per week. Rooms can be had in private houses for from $5.00 to $6.00 per month where two occupy a room.

It will be well for those wishing rooms in the dormitory to engage them in advance. Those rooming in the dormitory furnish their own linen, towels, napkins and curtains.
Washington State Normal School
ELLENSBURG, WASH.

Summer Session at Centralia

THE FACULTY.

W. E. WILSON, Principal.

E. J. KLEEME—In charge of summer school,
Psychology, Theory and Art, Child Study.

A. H. MEHNER,
Physics, Physiology, Physical Geography, Botany.

RUTH C. HOFFMAN,
Primary Methods, Stories, Hand Work, Plays and Games.

(---------------------)
History, Civics, English.

R. B. KELLOGG,
Reading, Geography, Literature, Algebra.

W. D. BAY,
Arithmetic, Grammar, State Manual.

EDYTHE HENRY,
Art, Hand Work.

ALEXANDER BALL,
Music.

MAUD MUSTARD,
Domestic Art and Domestic Science.

E. E. HARTNETT,
Manual Training.
One of the features of the Centralia Summer School in the past has been the excellent opportunity offered for reviewing the subjects required for any grade of teachers' certificate by examination. This feature will be continued and strengthened and in addition to these review courses there will be offered courses in physical and biological sciences, in art, music, child study, psychology, primary methods, plays and games, hand work, manual training, and domestic science, and art. Each of these departments will be in charge of an experienced teacher.

The faculty has been increased this year in order to meet the growing requirements of the school. Additional facilities also are provided and it is hoped that an increasing number of students will attend for the purpose of doing advanced work in literature, history, science and art, education and practical subjects, and that this school will become a summer resort for many in Southwestern Washington, who care for culture and practical training as well as vacation recreation.

ENGLISH.

Grammar and Composition. The course should serve to secure a degree of ability to use good English in speech and in writing as well as to prepare for the teachers' examination. Of course it should embrace punctuation, spelling, and handwriting. Mr. Bay.

English Literature. An interpretive study of authors and their works, including oral expression. Mr. Kellogg.

Literature and Reading. A more general study of literary masterpieces and their authors, designed to qualify teachers for the examination for first grade certificates. Mr. Kellogg.

HISTORY.

A rapid review of the History of the United States, intended for those who expect to secure certificates by examination. Any recent text will be acceptable. Two credits in Course IV.

ART AND HAND WORK—Miss Henry.

1a or 111a. Five hours. 1½ credits.
11a. 1½ credits.
V. 1 credit.

MANUAL TRAINING.

1. Bench work in wood.
2. Advanced course. Mr. Hartnett.

DOMESTIC ECONOMICS.

Domestic Art 1a. Plain hand and machine sewing. Miss Mustard.

MUSIC.

All who would obtain a secondary certificate by examination must pass an examination in the subject; for such students this course is intended.

Chorus practice as may be arranged. Mr. Ball.

Other courses may be arranged if desired.

MATHEMATICS.

Arithmetic. A thorough review of all essentials with the view of preparation for the teachers' examination. Mr. Bay.

Algebra. With the view of the examination for the first grade certificate. Mr. Kellogg.

PHYSICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL SCIENCE—Mr. Mehner.

Geography. A review course as preparation for the teachers' examination. Any text may be used. Mr. Kellogg.

11a. Physical Geography. A brief study of the history of the earth as seen in the rocks, rivers, hills, plant and animal forms. 2 credits.

11a. Physics. A rapid review of elementary physics with laboratory work. 2 credits.

Physiology and Hygiene. A brief course arranged for those preparing for the teachers' examination.

Botany. A brief study of wild flowering plants of the region, with field and laboratory work.

PSYCHOLOGY AND EDUCATION.

11a. Psychology. An introduction with emphasis upon the teacher's point of view. 2 credits. Prof. Klemme.


Primary Methods: Reading, language, nature study, writing, numbers. Special emphasis upon teaching beginners. 1½ credits. Miss Hoffman.


Plays and Games—For the school room and the playground. Instruction and practice. Education XIII. 1 credit. Miss Hoffman.

State Manual.

Mr. Bay.
EXPENSES.

A fee of five dollars which is payable on registration will entitle the student to the privileges of the summer session except that a laboratory fee of one dollar will be charged for each course in manual training, domestic science and domestic art.

Board in homes will cost from $3.00 to $6.00 per week.
Furnished rooms $1.00 per week.
Furnished rooms for light housekeeping may be secured at very reasonable rates.
Those wishing to reserve rooms in advance of their coming may do so by addressing Supt. R. B. Kellogg, who will gladly assist students to get comfortably located.
For any special information desired address

E. J. KLEMME, Ellensburg.

ANNOUNCEMENTS.

The present semester will close June 4, 1913.
The anniversary of the Literary Societies will be on Friday evening, May 30. Lecture by President Henry L. Southwick of Boston, Mass.
Class program, Monday, June 2.
Graduation, Wednesday, June 4.
The Annual Catalog to be issued in June will contain a complete history of the school from its establishment; as nearly complete a catalog as can be obtained of the graduates with their present addresses, and also of other former students; an illustrated description of the present premises and equipment; and such information as those who are contemplating a Normal School course would desire.
The Twentieth School Year will open September 3, 1913.
For information address

W. E. WILSON, Principal.